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H I G H L I G H T S

• Different types of CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals were observed in some urban ambient particulate matter samples.
• Lab controlled experiments indicated that relative humidity played a significant role in CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals formation.
• The study provides useful information to understand the secondary inorganic aerosol formation and air pollution control.
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Haze related air pollution has become one of major environmental concerns in some Asian countries. Sulfate is a
main component of ambient particulate matter (PM) in the urban environment during haze episodes. Among the
pollutants, sulfur dioxide (SO2) is an important precursor of sulfate and new atmospheric particle formation.
However, under different atmospheric conditions its underlying formation mechanisms are not clearly eluci
dated. In the current work, we collected ambient PM in two cities: Zurich (Switzerland) and Beijing (China). The
PM morphology and the composition were investigated by scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersive XRay spectroscopy and Raman micro-spectroscopy. In addition, a series of lab controlled experiments were also
performed to study the SO2 reaction with CaCO3 aerosol. We found different types of CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals in the
Chinese urban samples, with clearly different compositions than those from Zurich. The experimental data
showed that the relative humidity played a significant role on the new CaSO4⋅2H2O crystal formation including
its size, morphology and composition. Relative humidity (RH) above 80% can significantly promote SO2
oxidation on the CaCO3 particles and form the CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals. In contrast, at relative humidity below 40%,
only few CaCO3 particles can be converted to CaSO4 particles. The results of this study facilitate the under
standing of secondary inorganic aerosol formation by the reaction of CaCO3 particles with SO2 with different RHs
in different city environments, and provide useful information for air pollution control.

1. Introduction
In many Asian countries, including China and India, the main air
pollution is the haze induced by ambient particulate matter (PM) (Boys
et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2014; Jayarathne et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017,
2019). Ambient PM which contains mineral dust, metals, organic com
pounds and biological materials can lead to high risk for human

respiratory and cardiovascular systems. In the past years, the haze
events occurred frequently and influenced large areas in China, India
and other counties. These haze events also led to millions of premature
deaths and inestimable economic losses (Balakrishnan et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2019a). Previous research showed that the severe haze pollution
events in China were due to large emissions of primary air pollutants (e.
g., SO2, NOx, NH3, dust and smoke), local stagnant meteorological
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conditions and fast formation of secondary aerosol, especially sulfate
(SO42− ) and nitrate (NO3− ) (Cheng et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Huang
et al., 2014). Sulfate is a major component of fine PM and the airborne
concentration can be up to 300 μg/m3 during some haze events in Bei
jing (Cheng et al., 2016). Heterogeneous oxidation of SO2 on solid or
aqueous particles is thought to be a potentially important source of
sulfate PM in the atmosphere (Takahashi et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2018;
Zhao et al., 2018).
Primary ambient PM can be produced from different sources, such as
construction, mining activity, landscaping maintenance activity, in
dustrial emission, combustion and so on. Among the different compo
nents of PM, mineral dusts contribute a large fraction (30–60%) of
global aerosols (Xu et al., 2011). Global mineral dust emissions are
estimated at 1,000–5,000 million tons per year. Most of mineral dusts
are oxides, e.g. CaO, FeO, Fe2O3, SiO2, Al2O3, as well as carbonates, e.g.
CaCO3, MgCO3. These mineral dusts can be transported to urban areas
by the winds such as dust storms. The primary air pollutants, e.g. SO2
and NOx, can react with ambient PM and form secondary inorganic
aerosol to influence the ambient PM concentration, type, composition
and toxicity (Longo et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2018). As China energy
supply depends strongly on coal combustion, China has high surface
concentration of SO2 up to 100 ppb (Bauduin et al., 2016; Duan et al.,
2006). With the effort of the Chinese government in air pollution control
in the past years, the total emission of SO2 has decreased in most parts of
China. However, high concentrations of SO2 are still frequently observed
in some heavily polluted regions (Wang et al., 2015b, 2018). For
instance, over 100 ppb SO2 was measured in haze days during 2012 in
Xi’an and the SO2 concentration was up to 43 ppb in the winter of 2013
in Jinan (Wang et al., 2015a; Zhang et al., 2015). High concentrations of
SO2 may induce high concentrations of secondary inorganic component
in PM2.5 (particulate matter less than 2.5 μm) during haze formation
(Wang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2011b; Yao et al., 2018; Zhao et al.,
2013). SO2 can be oxidized in the gas phase predominantly by OH, or in
the particle phase by species such as O3 (Wu et al., 2011), O2 (Ma et al.,
2013), or NO2 (Li et al., 2010), and then form new sulfate PM. There are
ample studies investigating the heterogeneous reactions of SO2 on
various particles, e.g. MgO (Goodman et al., 2001), ZnO (Li et al., 2011),
mineral dust proxy particles (Huang et al., 2016), and CaCO3 (Li et al.,
2010; Zhao et al., 2018), etc. Researchers observed that the ambient
calcite PM reacted with acidic SOx species, e.g. SO2, sulfuric acid and
acidic sulfate salts, and were transformed to gypsum during the trans
port from the west of China to Japan (Takahashi et al., 2006, 2009). This
reaction neutralized acidic sulfur species and reduced the concentration
of sulfate aerosol, one of the major components of cloud condensation
nuclei (Miyamoto et al., 2020).
As a ubiquitous component in the atmosphere, water vapor has
critical influence on the heterogeneous reaction of trace gases. Several
studies suggested that the presence of water vapor can significantly
promote the interaction of SO2 and NO2 with mineral particles, therefore
inducing secondary inorganic aerosol formation (Mori et al., 1998; Tan
et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). For example, Li et al. (2006) found that
water vapor absorption can enhance the capability of sulfate formation
on the surface of CaCO3 particles. Combined with water vapor, CaSO4
can form CaSO4⋅2H2O molecules on CaCO3 particles surface, providing
new reaction active sites and promoting the reaction of SO2 with CaCO3
particles (Li et al., 2006). In addition, water vapor also increased the
nitrate concentration on CaCO3 particle surface by enhancing the ab
sorption coefficient of NO2 (Al-Hosney and Grassian, 2005; Li et al.,
2010). Therefore, it is important to investigate the effect of ambient air
oxidation and water vapor on the process of heterogeneous reaction of
SO2 on particles and the size of new sulfate PM in different environment
scenarios.
In this work, the main goal was to study the differences of ambient
PM morphology and composition between Beijing and Zurich in sum
mer. Ambient PM samples were collected from both Beijing (China) and
Zurich (Switzerland), two cities with a similar latitude. Beijing is in the

warm and temperate zone with hot and rainy summers, a typical con
tinental monsoon climate (Yang et al., 2011a). In comparison, Zurich
has a typical humid continental climate with lower temperature and
shorter precipitation in summer. Based on the ambient sample analysis,
a series of lab controlled simulation experiments were also performed to
study the effects of ambient air oxidation, SO2 and relative humidity on
PM formation.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Sample collection
Current work aim to study the differences of PM composition and
morphology from various locations with different levels of air pollution.
To this end, we chose two cities, Beijing (China) and Zurich
(Switzerland). Three sampling locations are shown in Fig. S1 (Sup
porting Information). The sampling site of Swiss Federal Laboratories for
Materials Science and Technology (Empa) was close to the NABEL
(National Air Pollution Monitoring Network) station at Empa, Zürich,
which is a representative of a Swiss suburban campus. In China, two
sampling sites in Beijing, Peking University campus and Zhongguancun
North Str. close to Beijing 4th Ring were selected to represent the Beijing
urban campus and urban main street, respectively. They were named as
CH-suburban campus (samples from Empa, Switzerland), CN-urban
campus (samples from Peking University, China) and CN-urban main
street (samples from Zhongguancun North Str., China) to be effectively
identified. During all sampling periods, no rainfall or strong wind were
involved. All the samples were stored at − 20 ◦ C until further analysis.
The meteorological data, from Swiss NABEL and Beijing Municipal
Environmental Monitoring Center for each sampling site during the
sampling periods, were recorded for further analysis (Table 1).
2.2. PM analysis
The morphologies of the ambient PM samples were characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Phenom ProX, Eindhoven,
Netherlands). PM samples on aluminium foils were mounted on
aluminium stubs and were analyzed in secondary electron detector
(SED) mode at 10 kV or 15 kV. All images were acquired at 5,000 × or
10,000 × magnification. The composition of ambient PM and simulated
CaCO3, CaCO3/CaSO4⋅2H2O, CaSO4⋅2H2O particles were analyzed by
energy dispersive X-ray analyser using the same SEM as above.
A confocal Raman microspectroscope (LabRAM HR Evolution,
Horiba Scientific, France) based on a commercial upright microscope
(BX-41, Olympus) was also used to further investigate the composition
of ambient PM and the reaction process of CaCO3 to CaSO4⋅2H2O. A
continuous wave neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:
YAG) 532-nm laser (Cobolt, Germany) was focused on PM sample
(mounted on aluminium foil and then glass slide to fit on the microscope
stage) using 100 × dry objective (Olympus, Japan). 300 mW at the laser
outlet with a subsequent 5% density filter resulted in 15 mW on the
sample. 300-lines/mm grating, 100-μm pinhole size, and 10-s exposure
time were used for the measurements.
For each relative humidity condition, 20–30 particles were measured
and the data were processed using a software built in-house – smoothing
using Savitzky-Golay filter (we used the polynomial order of 3 and the
window size of 5, which led to the mild smoothing effect) (Orfanidis,
1995), followed by the polynomial-based baseline subtraction (we used
the polynomial order of 3) (Mazet et al., 2005). To evaluate the con
version from CaCO3 to CaSO4⋅2H2O, we calculated ‘I930-1,040/(I930-1,040
+ I1,050-1,100)’, where I930-1,040 and I1,050-1,100 denote the integrated in
tensity of SO42− and CO32− peaks, respectively. The hydration status was
detected using the spectral region 3,300–3,500 cm− 1.
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Table 1
Meteorological data of sampling sites.
Sampling site

Time

Ave. T. (◦ C)

RH (%)

PM2.5 (μg/m3)

PM10 (μg/m3)

SO2 (μg/m3)

Ozone (μg/m3)

CH-suburban campus
CN-urban campus
CN-urban main street

13.06–14.06.2017
31.08–04.09.2017
07.09–08.09.2017

19.6–22.1
22.9–24.1
25.1–26.9

46%–92%
50%–86%
50%–85%

13.6–16.7
102.3–118.1
30.9–124.0

15.8–22.1
137.0–151.2
62.7–179.8

0.5–1.2
2–7
3–7

67–106
90–174
90–288

CH-suburban campus: Empa, Dübendorf, Switzerland; CN-urban campus: PKU campus, Beijing, China; CN-urban main street: Zhongguancun North Str., Beijing, China.
Data source: Weather China, http://www.weather.com.cn/.

2.3. Lab controlled experiments

Switzerland) was also used to measure the RH in the chamber to confirm
the stable RH condition. The SO2 concentration was maintained in the
range of 1–2 mg/L (385–770 ppm) in the reaction chamber. The gas at
the outlet of the reaction chamber was collected in 1 M NaOH solution to
remove the residual SO2 before emitted to air. Each experiment lasted
for 16 h. After reaction, the aluminium foils were cut to small pieces and
mounted on SEM stubs for SEM and EDX analysis or on glass slides for
Raman measurements.
In the second simulation, a homemade 200 L aerosol reaction
chamber was employed to mimic the reaction of SO2 with CaCO3 in
aerosol phase (Fig. 1B). The CaCO3 aerosol was generated by an atom
izer. The mass concentration of CaCO3 suspension was 2% in nanopure
water. The RH for the simulation was maintained as 40% ± 5%, 60% ±
5%, 75% ± 5%, 80% ± 5% and 100%. The SO2 concentration was
measured by a portable gas analyser (PEG-350E, HORIBA). By adjusting
the mass flow controller, the SO2 concentration was kept in the range of
100–200 ppm. The gas at the outlet of the reaction chamber was also
collected in 1 M NaOH solution. After 6 h reaction, the aerosol was
collected on aluminium foils and analyzed by SEM, EDX and Raman
micro-spectroscopy.

To investigate the formation of CaSO4 aerosol and CaSO4⋅2H2O
crystal, two different lab simulation experiments were performed in
reaction chambers to simulate the static and aerosol states, respectively.
In the first simulation, a 5 L reaction chamber was used to study the
effect of relative humidity on CaSO4⋅2H2O crystal formation (Fig. 1A).
CaCO3 water suspension was applied on the surface of aluminium foils
and put into the reaction chamber. The CaCO3 suspension on aluminium
foils was dried before performing experiments in order to study the ef
fect of relative humidity (RH) in reaction chamber. In order to maintain
the RH to a pre-defined range in the reaction chamber, the flow rate of
compressed air, which brought moisture from the water bubbler to the
reaction chamber, was adjusted to keep the RH in the reaction chamber
as 40% ± 5%, 60% ± 5%, 80% ± 5% and 95%–100% (referred to as
100% in the following text). A RH sensor (SHTW2, Sensirion AG,

2.4. Data analysis
All data were analyzed by GraphPad Prism version 6.01 for Windows
(GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Graphs were prepared
with GraphPad Prism. The ratio of sulfate in the total carbonate and
sulfate Raman spectra were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s
multiple comparisons test. Values with p-value<0.01 were considered to
be statistically significant.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. CaSO4 crystal in ambient samples
The morphology and composition of ambient PM from Beijing were
significantly different from the PM samples from Zurich as shown in
Fig. 2. Zurich PM samples tended to be more homogeneous in
morphology and were mainly composed of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen,
silicon, iron, etc. In contrast, different kinds of rod crystal particles were
found in the Chinese PM samples. EDX results indicate that the main
components of these crystal particles were carbon, sulfur, and oxygen.
Raman spectra analysis showed a typical peak at 1,006 cm− 1, which is
the symmetric stretching mode of gypsum (Ma et al., 2013). The results
suggest that the rod crystal particles were mainly CaSO4⋅2H2O. Besides,
in some crystal particles, another peak was detected at 1,050 cm− 1,
which is assigned to the symmetric stretching mode of nitrate (Ianoul
et al., 2002; Sarma et al., 1998). These sulfate and nitrate signals indi
cate that some of crystal particles were heterogeneous. Furthermore, in
the EDX analysis, both sulfur and nitrogen signals were also detected in
those particles. Previous work reported that SO2 could be oxidized to
sulfate by O2 (Martin and Good, 1991; Siefert et al., 1996), NO2 (Cheng
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016) and O3 (Li et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2011).
NO2 could act as the initiator of radical formation during the SO2
oxidation process by O2, but not as the main oxidant (Yu et al., 2018). In
the urban environment, e.g. Beijing, NO2 concentration was also at a
high level and it was possible to form these heterogeneous particles with

Fig. 1. The scheme of lab simulation chambers. A: the 5 L simulation chamber.
CaCO3 suspension was applied on aluminium foils surface. The relative hu
midity in the reaction chamber was maintained at 40% ± 5%, 60% ± 5%, 80%
± 5% and 95%–100% by a water bubbler. The SO2 concentration was main
tained in the range of 1–2 mg/L in the reaction chamber. Each experiment
lasted for 16 h. B: the 200 L aerosol reaction chamber. MFC: mass flow
controller. The CaCO3 aerosol was generated by an atomizer. The SO2 con
centration was kept in the range of 100–200 ppm. Each experiment lasted for 6
h. All samples were analyzed by SEM, EDX and Raman micro-spectroscopy. In
both experiments, the exhaust gas at the outlet of the reaction chamber was
collected in 1 M NaOH solution to remove the residual SO2 before emitted
to air.
3
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ash, soot aggregates as well as sulfates. Some sulfate particles were
crystalline and contained S, Ca, K and Al, indicating that two or more
phases of sulfates were present (Shi et al., 2003). Another work also
collected ambient PM in the summer of Beijing and observed similar
sulfate and nitrate crystalline particles (Liu et al., 2005) as the ones
described in the present work.
3.2. Lab controlled experiments
Based on the elemental analysis results and previous studies, the
calcium sulfate crystalline particles were assumed as secondary inor
ganic aerosol formed from the reaction of SO2 with calcium carbonate.
To verify this hypothesis, a two-step lab simulation experiment was
performed. In the first step, the formation of CaSO4⋅2H2O from the re
action of SO2 with calcium carbonate in suspension was tested in a 5 L
reaction chamber under different levels of relative humidity. The CaCO3
suspension on aluminum foils was dried before performing experiments
in order to minimize the effect to RH in reaction chamber. In the second
step, a 200 L reaction chamber was used to investigate the formation of
CaSO4⋅2H2O crystal from the reaction of SO2 with aerosol phase of
calcium carbonate.
In the 5 L reaction system, significant formation of CaSO4⋅2H2O
crystals was observed when the relative humidity was above 80%. As
shown in Fig. 4, with the increase of relative humidity, more
CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals with larger size were detected in the same field of
view. In the 40% RH environment, only very low sulfur signal was
detected in the EDX analysis. The SEM results indicated that most of
CaCO3 was still in amorphous state. When the RH increased to 60%,
several small crystal clusters were observed among the amorphous
CaCO3. In the simulation experiments with 80% of RH, more and larger
CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals were detected. The morphology of CaSO4⋅2H2O
crystals were almost the same as the crystalline particles in the Chinese
urban campus ambient PM samples (CN-urban in Fig. 2). Under the
condition of 100% RH, nearly all CaCO3 reacted with SO2 and formed
even larger CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals.
Composition analysis by EDX and Raman microspectroscopy also
revealed the heterogeneous reaction of SO2 with CaCO3 particles and the
transformation of carbonate to sulfate (Fig. 5). The main fraction of
particles were still kept in CaCO3 and only 10%–40% of carbonate was
transformed to sulfate in 40% RH after 16 h reaction. When the RH
increased to 60%, 60%–90% of carbonate was converted to sulfate and
formed small crystals. In the RH above 80%, almost all carbonate was
transformed to sulfate and formed large CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals. EDX
analysis indicated that the distribution of elemental percentage in these
crystals was also close to that in those crystals collected in the China
urban environment.
Formation of CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals from the reaction of SO2 with
aerosol phase CaCO3 was tested in the 200 L reaction chamber. The SO2
concentration was maintained at 100–200 ppm in the reaction chamber.
Here, the relative humidity also strongly affected the formation of
CaSO4⋅2H2O crystal. With the relative humidity of 45%–55%, the CaCO3
aerosol did not react with SO2 and no significant CaSO4 was detected.
When the relative humidity was increased to 80%–90%, a large amount
of crystalline particles (Fig. 6) were collected in the size range of 0.5
μm–1.5 μm. Elemental analysis showed that the main components of
these crystalline particles were O, S and Ca. The typical Raman spectra
peak at 1,006 cm− 1 and 1,136 cm− 1 for gypsum (Ma et al., 2013) were
also identified in the rod-like particles. Based on the element analysis
results and Raman spectra results, the distribution of elemental per
centage of these crystalline particles was similar to the CaSO4⋅2H2O
crystals collected in the China urban environment and formed in lab
simulation in the 5 L reaction chamber.

Fig. 2. The morphology and composition of ambient PM from Switzerland
(a–b: CH-suburban) and China (c–d: CN-urban). The Raman spectra analysis of
PM from China was shown in the panel e. The grey area in panel e indicated the
measurement standard deviation.

both sulfate and nitrate. In the urban environment, e.g. Beijing ambient,
NO2 concentration was also at a high level and it was possible to form
these heterogeneous particles with both sulfate and nitrate components,
as demonstrated by our results.
Fig. 3 shows the elemental analysis of ambient PM collected from
Zurich suburban and Beijing urban campuses. The PM collected from
Zurich suburban environment showed major elements O, N, C, Si and Na
(Fig. 3a–c). EDX analysis indicated that some of the amorphous particles
(Fig. 3d–f) from Beijing urban environment contained O, Ca, C, S, N and
Mg, which suggested that these particles were a mixture of carbonate,
sulfate and nitrate. The crystalline particles collected from Beijing urban
campus had diameters of 2–5 μm and lengths of 10–15 μm (Fig. 3g–i).
Meanwhile, in the samples collected from Beijing urban main street, the
crystalline particles were shorter and the lengths were only about 5–10
μm (Fig. 3j-l).
The formation of sulfate crystal has been reported in several studies.
Shi et al. (2003) analyzed a variety of particles collected in Beijing in
2001 using SEM and EDX analyses which included mineral dust, coal fly

3.3. Potential mechanisms of sulfate formation
Previous research revealed that the formation of secondary inorganic
4
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Fig. 3. The SEM images and EDX results of ambient
PM from Zurich suburban (a–c) and Beijing urban
(d–l) campuses. Panel a–c indicate particles from
Zurich suburban campus. Panel d–f indicate amor
phous particles from Beijing urban campus. Panel g–I
indicate large rod crystal particles from Beijing urban
campus. Panel j–l indicate small crystal particles from
Beijing urban campus. The red asterisks indicate the
EDX analysis sites. (For interpretation of the refer
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

aerosol could happen in gaseous phase by reacting with hydroxyl radi
cals or in heterogeneous phase with seed aerosols, such as γ-Al2O3
(Huang et al., 2017; Lelieveld and Heintzenberg, 1992; Liu et al., 2012;
Paulson et al., 1992). Oxidation of SO2 on CaCO3 has been studied in
several conditions, a number of them with the coexisting NO2 and ozone
(Wang et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2018).
Relative humidity and adsorbed water play an important role in the
uptake and oxidation of atmospheric gases on carbonate aerosols.
Studies on the SO2 deposition on marble stone surface showed that the
deposition velocity was around 5 times higher in humid air when
condensed moisture formed on the stone surface than on dry samples
(Cobourn et al., 1993). In a multiphase oxidation of SO2 by NO2 on
CaCO3 aerosols, it has been found that SO2 oxidation was too slow to be
detected at RH of 17%, whereas a significantly higher reactive uptake
coefficient of SO2 was observed for sulfate formation when RH was
above 46% (Zhao et al., 2018). These results indicate that moisture can
significantly enhance the uptake coefficient of ambient SO2 on carbon
ate aerosols. In ambient air, CaCO3 aerosol can adsorb water vapor and

form a thin water layer, which had a complex structure and showed
phase transitions different from bulk liquid water. The adsorbed water
molecules in the surface phase transition layers increased surface ionic
mobility and enhanced the extent of reaction (Al-Hosney and Grassian,
2005; Baltrusaitis et al., 2007; Hausner et al., 2007).
Infrared spectroscopy has been used to study the interaction of H2O,
SO2 and NO2 with CaCO3 particles and it was found that carbonic acid
could adsorb on CaCO3 surface. The adsorbed carbonic acid could form a
Ca(OH)(CO3H) surface layer in the reaction of CaCO3 and SO2 when
CaCO3 particles were exposed to the ambient environment (Al-Hosney
and Grassian, 2005). In the high relative humidity environment, water
vapor could also adsorb on the CaCO3 particles surface and promote
dissociation of adsorbed carbonic acid, which increased the reactive
uptake coefficient of SO2. The main products were calcium sulfite and
calcium sulfate in the reaction of SO2 with Ca(OH)(CO3H). Sulfite and
sulfate microcrystallites were also observed in several lab simulation
studies (Al-Hosney and Grassian, 2005; Stipp, 1999). At low relative
humidity and low coverage, the water formed small islands and ordered
5
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Fig. 4. The CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals generated by SO2 and CaCO3 suspension in the 5 L reaction chamber at different levels of relative humidity. Panel a–c: CaSO4⋅2H2O
crystals generated under 40% of RH. Panel d–f: CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals generated under 60% of RH. Panel g–i: CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals generated under 80% of RH. Panel
j–l: CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals generated under 95–100% of RH. The grey crosses indicate the EDX analysis sites.

ice-like structure on CaCO3 surface and the phase was close to solid
water. Whereas, at RH above 50%, the water molecules started to cluster
together to form a disordered liquid-like water structure on CaCO3
surface and the phase was close to liquid water (Al-Hosney and Grassian,
2005).
Therefore, at high relative humidity, water adsorption could enhance
SO2 uptake and reaction with Ca(OH)(CO3H) on the CaCO3 surface. It
was found that generated sulfite and sulfate could adsorb water and
form 3D calcium sulfite hydrate structure, which trapped more water on
the particle surface. The high ion mobility in the liquid-like water
structure provided suitable environment for calcium sulfite and sulfate
to form microcrystallites. The formed microcrystallites extended the
reactive surface and sites to the CaCO3 surface underneath and pro
moted whole CaCO3 particles to transfer to sulfate finally (Cobourn
et al., 1993; Fenter et al., 1995).
Heterogeneous oxidation of SO2 on surfaces of aerosol particles is

considered to be an important pathway of sulfate formation in the at
mosphere during haze events. The sulfate crystal particles were also
observed during lab stimulation (Yu et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2011), but
few reports were available on the large size sulfate crystal particles in
environmental samples. The current work observed huge amount of
large size sulfate crystal particles and confirmed the formation of sulfate
crystal particles in special environmental scenario, e.g. high relative
humidity, SO2 concentration and long reaction time, based on a series of
lab simulation work. The results suggested that the different morphol
ogies of sulfate may be due to two reasons: primary emission and
environment factors. According to previous sources apportionment re
searches (Gao et al., 2018; Rai et al., 2021), the local sources of PM2.5 in
Beijing were coal, traffic, industry, construction dust and biomass. The
secondary aerosol contributed 25% - 50% to the local PM2.5 in Beijing
(Liu et al., 2019b). During the current project period, the ambient SO2
and ozone in Beijing was 2–7 μg/m3 and 90–288 μg/m3 (Table 1),
6
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Fig. 5. Raman spectra of CaCO3 particles during the
reaction with SO2 (100–200 ppm) at 40%, 60%, 75%,
80% and 100% RH. Panel a: the representative
Raman spectra of individual CaCO3/CaSO4∙2H2O
particles. The peak at 3300-3500 cm− 1 indicates the
hydration in crystal particles (Brotton and Kaiser,
2013). Panel b: the ratio of sulfate in the total car
bonate and sulfate; 20–30 (n) samples were analyzed
for each condition. The top and bottom edges of the
box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles and the
whisker represent the min to max values. Asterisks
indicates that the ratio of sulfate at 40% and 60% RH
are significantly lower than 75%, 80% and 100% RH,
p < 0.01.

Fig. 6. The CaSO4⋅2H2O crystal generated by SO2 and CaCO3 aerosol in 200 L aerosol reaction chamber. Panel a–f: two different type of CaSO4⋅2H2O crystals and
EDX analysis. Panel g: SO2 concentration during lab simulation. Panel h: Raman spectra analysis of samples in panel d–e. The red asterisks indicate the EDX analysis
sites. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

was only 0.5–1.2 μg/m3 and 67–106 μg/m3, respectively. Even though
the ambient SO2 concentration in Beijing was much lower than the air
quality reference concentration, the SO2 was still 3–4.9 times higher
than Zurich. The ambient ozone in Beijing was 2.8 times of WHO

respectively. While in Zurich, the main primary emission source of
PM10 was traffic and mineral dust, and the secondary aerosol contri
bution in Zurich was more than 50% in summer (Gianini et al., 2013).
The ambient SO2 and ozone in Zurich during the current project period
7
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reference and much higher than Zurich. In Beijing, the high concen
tration of ozone may increase the heterogeneous oxidation of SO2 with
dust particles, which was another important primary emission in Beijing
PM, and produced sulfate. The water vapor in high relative humidity
may promote this oxidation process and induce the formation of large
size sulfate crystal particles.
Here, we assimilate the previous mechanism studies and summarize
formation of crystalline CaSO4⋅2H2O particles in two steps. Firstly, on
reactive sites of CaCO3 surface, such as oxygen atoms, hydroxyl groups
or metal atoms, SO2 reacts with water vapor and forms sulfite (Goodman
et al., 2001). Then, sulfite products are oxidized to sulfate in the pres
ence of oxidants, e.g. O2, (Ma et al., 2013).
CaCO3 (ae) + H2O (g) → Ca(OH)(CO3H) (s)

(1)

Ca(OH)(CO3H) + SO2 (g) → CaSO3 (ae) + H2CO3 (a)

(2)

CaSO3 (ae) + ½ O2 (g) → CaSO4(ae)

(3)

CaSO4(ae) + 2H2O → CaSO4⋅2H2O(ae)

(4)
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